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I have updated this ebook for 2016. This is a very simple pick 3 lottery system, yet a very effective pick 3
strategy. Therefore, i'm showing you some brief examples on how this pick 3 strategy works... which will give
you box and straight hits, but of course results may vary in certain states. In Texas for example, i have had
many straight hits. I show some examples in TX, CA and GA but this works in all states. Get it now and start
winning !!! The pick 5 investment program is here: Win bigger, just relax and let me send you the winning
numbers...Contact me for more details or go on my site. Please: If you have purchased or read this ebook,
remember to leave your review, as this will help me improve my products, and help other people discover
them as well. Thank you ! Look for THE JODIA PROJECT a super ebook where i show you where to play in
10 states online.... only 3 numbers straight for 3 days and make big buck$$$ EZ, like sunday morning !!! i just
created this recently for the small players, the ones who do not like to play too many numbers, AVAILABLE
ONLY ON MY SITES. Some testimonials Quinta won $4500 with my P4 ATM playing online.
3/20/2014234179078-3ON Midday 1:45PM Pick 41$0.50$0.
50N4-5-1-54-6-1-2 3/20/2014234179078-4 KY Midday 1:10PM Pick 41$0.50 $0.50N4-5-1-74-5-1-7
$4,500.00 Meet MK from Washington DC. This customer has most of my systems, after receiving his brand

new EZ Str8 system for Pick 4 ,he won a nice box hit. Here is what he wrote to me. Guess what! I just start
testing your EZ4 system and mirror them like you told me that it might do me a trick in DC. They came out
from 3938 to 2428. I won 2824 play only box for start like you stated. Actually I won straight many times
from your Pick 3 system but I didn't get a chance to show you. I told you that you're the BEST!, remember
that. Regards, - M K

